PUT THIS IN YOUR HIGH-UP

Girls Refuse to be Reformed
Pitiful Sacrifice of An Aged Man
To Save the Honor of Girls
Bride of 14 Deserts Groom and Runs Off With Step-Mother.

The Sacramento Courier says a story of a marriage attempt to be written down among the annals of the State's history. Although the charges do not in themselves seem to be of that magnitude of the murder of a fourteen-year-old girl, it is by virtue of the nature of the case that the State's welfare will be concerned in it.

The young man was a member of the State's welfare jury. He was married to a young woman of the same county, but her father, Henry T. Thompson, was found guilty of the murder of his daughter.

TheFabricated Testimony

The prosecution of the young man did not go as smoothly as the State's welfare jury. The young woman was a member of the jury, and her father, Henry T. Thompson, was found guilty of the murder of his daughter.
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